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Electronic transport through single-wall nicked carbon nanotubes
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We investigate the electronic transport properties of single wall nicked carbon nanotube~SWNT! using a
tight-binding model. In particular, the conductance, emittance, and local density of states of the nicked SWNT
are calculated. The resonance structures at all energy levels depend, as expected, on the specific configuration
of the system. Two transmissive eigenchannels through the system are separated and examined in detail.
Several nicking strengths are considered and quantum dot behavior has been found only for heavily nicked
carbon nanotubes. Furthermore, the interesting properties of the emittance of the nicked SWNT is discussed.
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Electronic transport through a single-wall carbon nan
tube ~SWNT! has received significant experimental and th
oretical attentions1,2 since the discovery by Iijima.1 So far,
most studies on SWNT related systems focus on dc trans
For instance, studies such as field effect transistors,3 SWNT
ring,4 molecule-nanotube hybrids,5 and quantum dots6 have
been demonstrated in the nanoresearch literatures. In a re
paper, Parket al.7 investigated the possibility to modify th
electronic properties of nanotube devices with an ato
force microscope. By applying voltage pulses, the SWN
based quantum device can be created along a tube. E
tronic transport through this ultrasmall nanotube quant
device has been demonstrated in the experiment, the con
tance as a function of the gate voltage showed a spiky
havior. Another important problem of current interest is t
ac transport since any device operation will be under ac
nals. When the system is under ac bias, two basic requ
ments have to be satisfied, i.e., the current conserving
gauge invariance.8 In the presence of ac field, the conductio
current will not be conserved due the charge accumulatio
the central scattering region. As a result, the induced
placement current has to be considered.9 Furthermore, the
gauge invariance which means that the transport prope
depend only on the voltage difference, will not satisfy for t
ac transport properties. As pointed out by Buttiker10 that the
physical origin behind these two requirements is
electron-electron interaction. When the frequency of exter
bias is small, the dynamical response of the system is c
acterized by the emittance11 which has been studied exten
sively for the mesoscopic system.12

Inspired by the experimental work of Parket al., we
model the quantum system by simply extracting a few c
bon atoms from the SWNT. We then study the electron tra
port in various configurations of nicked SWNT with nicks
different depth. Specifically, we have calculated the cond
tance, emittance, and the local density of states of the nic
SWNT. Our data show that for the heavily nicked SWN
electrons can be confined in such a zero-dimensional dot
like the experimental finding. The resonance structures
pend on the specific configuration of the system. At differ
nicking strength, the nicked SWNT exhibit resonant and
tiresonant behavior with large density of states~DOS!. Near
the resonance and antiresonance, the emittanceE12 is posi-
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tive giving rise to an inductivelike behavior. While at o
resonances, the emittance is negative which corresponds
capacitivelike response to the ac bias.

Our model Hamiltonian is a tight-binding model which
believed to provide a good description of the electro
structure of SWNT’s.13 The method relies on a localized
orbital basis and it has been previously applied to study
namic conductance and electronic transport properties
number of nanotube systems.14 In this standard model, onep
electron orbital per carbon atom is kept, with zero on-s
energies, whereas constant nearest-neighbor carbon
hopping integral is chosen as23.0 eV. In the calculation,
we assume that strong electron-electron interactions ma
neglected.

To investigate ac conductance of the nicked SWNT
small frequencies, one can expand the dynamic conducta
to the first order in frequency10

Gab~v!5Gab~0!2 ivq2Eab1O~v2!, ~1!

where the first term is the dc conductanceG125G and the
second term is the emittance which contains the contri
tions from both the conduction current and the displacem
current when the system is under ac bias. The presence o
displacement current is to ensure that the current
conserved.10 The emittanceEab is defined as10

Eab5
dNab

dE
2Dab5E d3x

dnab~x!

dE

2E d3x
dnb~x!/dEdn̄a~x!/dE

dn~x!/dE
. ~2!

Note thatEab satisfies the current conservation and gau
invariant condition (aEab5(bEab50. In Eq. ~2!
dNab /dE5*dx@dnab(x)/dE# is the global partial DOS
~PDOS!. Here the local PDOSdnab /dE is defined using the
Green’s function,15

dnab~x!

dE
5Re~dab@GrGaGr #xx1 i @GrGbGaGaGr #xx!. ~3!

In terms of local PDOS the injectivity is defined a
dnb(x)/dE5(adnab(x)/dE5@GrGbGa#xx , and the emis-
©2004 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. The emittance~solid line!, DOS ~dotted line!, and transmission coefficient~dashed line! vs Fermi energy for different nicked
SWNT. Here~a!–~e! correspond to extracting two, four, six, eight, and three carbon atoms at each side of carbon rings. Inset of F~a!:
a SWNT (6,6) is nicked by extracting four carbon atoms at two sides.
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sivity is dn̄a(x)/dE5(bdnab(x)/dE5@GaGaGr #xx . Fi-
nally, the total local DOS isdn(x)/dE5(abdnab(x)/dE
5@GrGGa#xx , where the total linewidth function is define
asG5GL1GR and@A#xx denotes the diagonal element of th
relevant matrix. Two different behaviors can be observed
pending on the sign of the emittanceE12.10 For a single
channel transmission, the system shows a capacitivelike
havior if E12 is negative. Otherwise, the system is domina
by inductivelike behavior.

Now we proceed to calculate the transport properties
nicked SWNT. In order to find the relation between the s
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cific configuration of the nicked SWNT and their transpo
properties, we start by examining different nicked nanotub
Taking into account a region consisting of 17 carbon rin
(8.5 SWNT unit cells!, we thus define the whole system a
the central scattering region@inset of Fig. 1~a!# along with
two semiinfinite leads. The calculations were carried out
(6,6) nanotubes where about 200 carbon atoms in the ce
region, with both symmetric and asymmetric nicks on the
metallic nanotubes. In Fig. 1, we plotted the evolution of t
conducting behaviors of the nicked SWNT’s under a vari
of nicks along the circumference of the SWNT’s. From F
6-2
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1~a! to Fig. 1~d!, the number of carbon atoms extracted fro
a carbon ring is 2, 4, 6, 8.16 An apparent and understandab
crossover from the ballistic to resonant transport has b
demonstrated. For a perfect carbon nanotubes, there are
conducting channels near the Fermi level and the cond
tance is two within the first subband and becomes six bey
that. As the light nicks are introduced@Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#,
the conductance decreases while maintaining high trans
sion background except near certain energies when the
ductance remains about two. This can be understood as
lows. When the SWNT is nicked, the constrictions a
introduced. This in turn creates an effective barrier in SW
since electrons cannot propagate in the nicked region~carbon
ring!. As a result, quasibound states may be establishe
the nicked SWNT which exhibit tunneling behavior shown
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. To further understand the transmissio
behavior of nicked SWNT’s, we focus on the first subba
uEu,1.5 eV. In this energy range there are only two eige
channels and it is easy to obtain the separated contribut
of these two channels by solving the combined equation17

T5T.1T, and Tr@ tt†tt†#5T.
2 1T,

2 . We see that in the
case of light nicking~Fig. 2!, one of the transmission chann
is partially blocked and hence is in the resonant tunne
regime with two resonant peaks while the other channe
very transmissive with transmission coefficient close to o
Now we examine the emittanceE12 as a function of Fermi

FIG. 2. Total transmission coefficient~solid line! and two trans-
mission eigenchannels vs Fermi energy for different nicking c
figurations. Here~a! and ~b! correspond to extracting two and fou
carbon atoms at each side of carbon rings, respectively.
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energy~solid lines in Fig. 1!. We have also plotted the tota
global DOS for comparison~dotted line!. In the case of light
nicking @Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#, the system is fairly transmis
sive and hence the emittance is inductivelike. However,
see that at certain energies when one conductance chan
blocked the emittance decreases drastically and is clos
zero. The line shape of emittance near the resonance
single channel has been obtained analytically11 showing a
positive resonant peak at the resonance and two nega
ones near the resonance. The magnitudes of these pos
and negative peaks depend on the coupling between
nicked SWNT and leadsGa , which in turn depend on the
sharpness of the resonant transmission peak. The line s
obtained here is similar to that of the single channel c
except that the emittance is positive around the resona
This is because the other nonresonant transmissive cha
has positive contribution. We also observed a negative e
tance for energy beyond the first subband, i.e., whenuEu
.1.5 eV. Similar to Fig. 1~b!, for the energyuEu between
1.5 and 2 eV, we also observed negative emittance. As
more atoms are removed on each carbon ring@Fig. 1~c!#,
similar behavior is observed with much sharper reson
peaks. Meanwhile the background transmission is suppre
significantly. In the case of medium nicking@Fig. 1~d!#, a
energy gap is opened up near the energyE50 for both
eigenchannels. Note that when the energyuEu is between 1.5
and 2 eV, the transmission coefficient and the emittance
well correlated while the DOS behaves differently. For i
stance, in Fig. 1~d!, nearuEu51.8 eV, for the transmission
dip, there is a peak in the DOS. This is the typical antire
nant behavior since a large DOS corresponds to a large d
time19 which is the indicator of an anti-resonant state wh
transmission is small.20 Thus we tend to conclude that i
Figs. 1~b!–1~d! at least one out of six conduction channe
establishes an antiresonant state and the emittance bec
negative as a result. Finally, for the heavy nicking~removing
10 atoms!, we found that one eigenchannel is complete
blocked and the other one shows sharp resonant featu
resonant levels. Therefore, the calculated emittance ag
with the single-channel line shape.18 So far, we have re-
moved even number of atoms. If odd number of atoms
removed~from 1 to 11 atoms!, we found that the conduc
tance is quenched atEF50, i.e., the transmission coefficien
is zero atEF50. The corresponding emittance is negati
which shows the capacitivelike behavior. For instance,
Fig. 1~e!, we show the emittance, DOS, and transmiss
coefficient vs Fermi energy as three atoms are removed
the medium and heavy nicking with 7–11 atoms remov
the resonant peaks start to emerge with emittance simila
case of removing even number of atoms.

Now we look at the asymmetric nicks which is mo
likely to represent the experimental result, since we may
be sure whether the nicks are always symmetric. If the ni
are asymmetric~see Fig. 3!, the incoming electron will be
totally blocked at some energies near the threshold of
first subbanduEu51.3 eV. Our numerical results~not shown
in the paper! indicate that one eigenchannel exhibits reson
behavior and the other channel is blocked significantly. N
that since the nicking is asymmetric the transmission coe

-
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cient of the resonant peak is less than one. In general, Fig
and 3 provide a kind of selective transport filtering for t
particular energy values in the case of medium and h
nicking strength. The filter effect is not significant if the sym
metric nicking strength is weak. When the system is asy
metric @configuration of Fig. 3 is a combination of configu
rations of Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!#, the emittance of the behavio
is different from that of Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!. When the sym-
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coefficient raises abruptly with large DOS. As a result, t
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In summary, we have calculated the transport proper
through the quantum devices composed of nicked SWN
Several nicking strengths are considered and quantum
behavior has been found only for heavily nicked carb
nanotubes. From our analysis, we found that near the r
nances or antiresonances, the emittanceE12 is positive indi-
cating that the system responds inductively. While at
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